
E6 / E6i Quick Fit Guide

3. Tighten
Gently twist the loop so that it is smaller than your ear, then allow it to return 
to its regular shape (this is less important with the E6i). The loop should now 
be smaller than it was before. The amount you tighten this loop makes a big 
difference in how tight the earset feels.

Your E6 or E6i comes with a comprehensive fitting guide to allow you to achieve the most comfortable and effective 
placement for your microphone. This document offers some quick tips for adjusting the E6 and E6i for a very firm fit on the 
ear. These tips are best suited to the springier E6, but also work well for the softer E6i.

4. Spring
Gently pull one side of the earset left and the other side to the right (the 
picture shows springing the earset for use on the right). When you clip the 
earset behind your ear, the connector will push out against your earlobe and 
the boom will press smoothly along your face.

This is the fastest way to get a really tight fit if the earset feels loose.

2. Curve
The omni earset can be worn on your left or right ear. The directional earset is 
designed for a particular side (usually left). Curve the boom left if you intend to 
wear the earset on your right side; curve it to the right to wear it on your left 
side. 

To curve the boom, press and slide your thumb and forefinger several times 
to bend it into a nice curve. Don’t be afraid to bend the boom—as long as 
you aren’t kinking the tube it’s hard to damage the earset.

1. Try it on
Pull the “C” shaped part of the earset open and clip it over your ear, so that 
the connector sits behind the earlobe and the boom goes over the top and 
runs along your face.

You should feel the E6 gripping the top of your ear and sitting in the pocket 
behind your earlobe.

5. Bend
The earset should now be firmly on your head, but the end of the microphone 
may be too high or too low, too far back or sticking out in front of your mouth. 

Bend the boom with your fingers until you get it comfortable and sounding 
good. The best spot is usually in a quarter-sized spot just back from the 
corner of your mouth when you are smiling.
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